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abstractBACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES: Physicians and parents of critically ill neonates and children receiving
intensive care have to make decisions on the child’s behalf. Throughout the child’s illness and
treatment trajectory, adequately discussing uncertainties with parents is pivotal because this
enhances the quality of the decision-making process and may positively affect the child’s and
parents’ well-being. We investigated how physicians discuss uncertainty with parents and
how this discussion evolves over time during the trajectory.

METHODS: We asked physicians working in the NICU and PICU of 3 university medical centers to
audio record their conversations with parents of critically ill children from the moment
doubts arose whether treatment was in the child’s best interests. We qualitatively coded and
analyzed the anonymized transcripts, thereby using the software tool MAXQDA 2020.

RESULTS: Physicians were found to adapt the way they discussed uncertainty with parents to
the specific phase of the child’s illness and treatment trajectory. When treatment options were
still available, physicians primarily focused on uncertainty related to diagnostic procedures,
treatment options, and associated risks and effects. Particularly when the child’s death was
imminent, physicians had less “scientific” guidance to offer. They eliminated most uncertainty
and primarily addressed practical uncertainties regarding the child’s dying process to offer
parents guidance.

CONCLUSIONS: Our insights may increase physicians’ awareness and enhance their skills in
discussing uncertainties with parents tailored to the phase of the child’s illness and treatment
trajectory and to parental needs in each specific phase.
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WHAT’S KNOWN ON THE SUBJECT: Prevailing
uncertainties complicate decision-making in the neonatal
and PICU. They also appear to negatively affect patient-
and parent-related health outcomes. Adequately
discussing uncertainty with parents is pivotal yet
challenging for physicians.

WHAT THIS STUDY ADDS: This explorative study shows
that physicians use a wide array of strategies to discuss
uncertainty with parents. These strategies vary
throughout the child’s illness and treatment trajectory.
Our insights will help physicians to better tailor their
approach to parental needs.

To cite: Prins S, Linn AJ, van Kaam AH.L.C, et al. How
Physicians Discuss Uncertainty With Parents in Intensive
Care Units. Pediatrics. 2022;149(6):e2021055980
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In the NICU and PICU, physicians and
parents often have to engage in
complex decision-making on the
child’s behalf.1,2 Parents need to be
well-informed about their child’s
illness, prognosis, and available
treatment options to enable
participation in the decision-making
process. Thus, physicians are tasked
to inform parents fully, clearly, and
honestly, which includes discussing
any potential or existing
uncertainties.3–5 Such uncertainties
may include risks versus benefits of
diagnostic or therapeutic procedures,
the child’s well-being in the short
and longer term, and dilemmas
about the utility of life-sustaining
treatment (LST) versus end of
life.1,3,6–9 Such conversations can be
difficult because uncertainties may
diminish parents’ sense of hope and
increase their emotional distress.
Uncertainty may also provoke
avoidance of decision-making.8,10–16

Physicians previously expressed
reluctance to communicate
uncertainties because of concerns
about its negative effects for parents
and themselves.8,13,14,17–20 However,
growing evidence suggests that
adequately discussing uncertainties
with parents enhances decision-
making and well-being of critically ill
children and their parents; for
instance, by giving parents a sense of
empowerment.3,11,21–28

More insights are needed into how
physicians discuss uncertainties
with parents and how such
discussions evolve over time,
especially in cases in which the
child’s health further deteriorates in
the NICU and PICU.10,29–31 We aim
to prospectively investigate:

1. to which topics physicians’ discu-
ssion of uncertainty pertains in
physician–parent conversations
in the NICU and PICU;

2. which communicative strategies
physicians use to discuss
uncertainty with parents; and

3. how the discussion of uncertainty
develops over time.

METHOD

Procedure and Participants

This explorative qualitative study
was part of a larger research project
about communication and decision-
making in family conferences
(henceforth: conversations)
(FamICom).32 Audio-recordings
were made of conversations
between physicians (neonatologists,
pediatric intensivists, and/or
consulting specialists), nurses, and
parents of children admitted to the
NICU and PICU of 3 university
medical centers in the Netherlands.
Physicians and nurses from the 6
participating ICUs received oral and
written study information and
signed informed consent before
participation. All physicians and all
nurses, except for 1 NICU nurse,
consented.

Parents were eligible as soon as
they themselves or the medical team
expressed doubts whether
continuing LST was in the child’s
best interests. Parents were
personally approached in the clinic
and informed about the study by the
attending physician or a member of
the research team. If willing to
participate, parents provided verbal
and written consent. All formal
conversations between physicians
and parents were audio-recorded
until a final decision was made to
either continue or to discontinue
LST. The university’s institutional
review board approved the study
protocol on behalf of all centers
(W17_475 #17.548).

Sample Selection

The full data set consisted of the
audio-recordings of conversations
regarding 36 children (NICU n 5 19;
PICU n 5 17). Maximum variation
was sought regarding the patient’s
age, sex, diagnosis, disease

progression and course of
treatment, and the parents’ ethnic
background, level of education, and
religious beliefs. In this study, we
only included cases in which at least
3 conversations were audio-
recorded. This enabled us to explore
how the discussion of uncertainty
evolved over time.

Qualitative Analysis

Audio-recordings were transcribed
verbatim and anonymized. The
transcripts were then analyzed using
the software tool MAXQDA 2020.33

All transcripts were carefully read
and for each utterance of physicians
that contained any aspect of
uncertainty, 3 coders (S.P., A.J.L., and
M.A.H) identified the topic, the
communicative strategy, whether the
expression was implicit or explicit,
and if and how parents responded to
the uncertainty, until data saturation
was reached.34–36 In accordance with
the widely accepted definition by
Han, we defined uncertainty as “the
subjective consciousness of
ignorance,” which implies that
uncertainty concerns a metacognitive
personal awareness of one’s lack of
knowledge.10 Details of our steps of
coding and explorative analysis are
provided in Fig 1.

RESULTS

In total, 29 conversations were
analyzed regarding 8 patients (NICU
n 5 4, PICU n 5 4; Supplemental
Table 1). Sixteen parents and 29
physicians participated in these con-
versations. Although nurses were
present in most conversations, they
did not actively participate in the
discussion of uncertainties.

Physicians rarely addressed
uncertainty explicitly; for instance,
by stating that they “did not know”
something. These few explicit
expressions mainly concerned
practical topics such as the moment
when test results would be known.
Yet, physicians predominantly
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discussed uncertainty in implicit
ways; for instance, by using terms
such as “it seems” or “it could be.”

The uncertainties that physicians
discussed concerned a wide array of
topics, ranging from the child’s
diagnosis and (short-term)
prognosis, to the content, timing and
possible risks of diagnostic tests and
treatment options, and, eventually,
the process of dying.

We distinguished 3 distinct phases
in children’s illness and treatment
trajectory, each associated with
specific topics of uncertainty and
identifiable communicative

strategies, which physicians used to
discuss these topics (Fig 2).
Although the term “strategy” might
imply intentional use, we were not
able to assess how intuitive or
intentional physicians’ use of
strategies was. In most, but not all,
cases, the 3 phases occurred
sequentially. In some conversations,
we identified 3 additional strategies
that appeared to be independent
from the 3 identified phases.

Phase 1: Unstable Condition:
Additional Diagnostic Testing and
Care Planning

In this first phase, the condition of
the child was typically unstable,

whereas underlying causes for such
instability were unknown in most
cases. Physicians’ communication
mainly centered around short-term
uncertainties; for example, how the
child’s condition would develop in
the coming days.

Physicians addressed these
uncertainties using communicative
strategies such as providing a range
of possible explanations for the
causes of the child’s current
situation, or by suggesting a most
likely explanation.

#N1.1, physician: “His problems may
be explained by a coarctation, and

FIGURE 1
Our steps of coding and analysis of uncertainties.
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that when muscle tissue around the
duct contracts, it also partly
narrows his aorta.”

Physicians often accompanied these
explanations by presenting a short-
term action plan. This plan included
additional diagnostics, treatments,
or a proposition to consult
specialized colleagues.

#N1.2, physician: “We want to do more
tests to find out what causes his acute
kidney failure. We want to do another
scan, give extra fluids, and if that
doesn’t work, we will give diuretics.”

In presenting such plans, physicians
also prepared parents for
subsequent uncertainties; for
example, about the feasibility and
risks of diagnostic tests, as
illustrated in the following citation:

#P1.1, physician: “Doing an MRI is
challenging, because it would be
difficult to manage his breathing and
oxygen levels. Currently, he is
unable to breathe without the mask.
Thus, we would have to intubate
and sedate him for only an MRI.”

Parents hardly responded when
physicians addressed such kinds of
uncertainties in this phase. In the
few instances in which they did
respond, parents requested
additional information, or asked for
clarification. Notably, in 1 PICU case,
parents took the lead from the first
conversation on, and clearly
indicated their preferences
regarding withdrawing their child’s
treatment. Only in this case, the
physician addressed the process and
circumstances of dying in an early
phase, including important practical

uncertainties (eg, housing situation
and place of last phase of life).

Phase 2: Deteriorating Condition:
Limited Treatment Options

In phase 2, the child’s situation
typically deteriorated, where
reasons for deterioration often
remained unclear and treatment
options became limited. The primary
treatment goal shifted toward
protecting the child from suffering.
During these conversations,
physicians stated that “something”
needed to be done, but that it also
became more and more uncertain
what could be done exactly.
Thereby, a balance of whether the
remaining options would not cause
more harm than benefit in the short
or long term were discussed. In this
phase, physicians used more diverse
strategies to address uncertainty
than in phase 1 and 3.

Primarily, physicians emphasized
uncertainties, thereby making
parents aware of the possible
negative outcomes of tests and
treatments.

#N3.3, physician: “But I want you to
realize that, still, anything can
happen. Because he will be
undergoing heart surgery, which
comes with a lot of risks.”

Additionally, physicians stressed
their increased worries about the
child’s condition. In this way, they
put even more emphasis on how
problematic and uncertain the
situation had become.

Simultaneously, physicians appeared
to reduce the burden of the
uncertainty for parents; for instance,
by reassuring them about the
quality of care their child was
receiving. In the following example,
the physician had just explained to
the parents that an intubation is a
risky procedure that could also
alleviate the child’s suffering:

FIGURE 2
Main topics to which uncertainty pertained and main strategies to discuss uncertainty with parents
per phase of children’s illness and treatment trajectory.
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#P2.2, physician: “The procedure of
intubating is difficult and carries the
risk that he will die during this
procedure. But I assure you that you
are in the right place. We have all
kinds of physicians here who are
highly experienced in intubating
children in complex circumstances.”

Particularly in the NICU setting,
physicians addressed uncertainties
by sketching different possible
scenarios. This was done in 3
different ways. First, physicians
sometimes only sketched a positive
scenario, seemingly in an effort to
help parents retain their hope.
Second, they sketched a negative or
worst-case scenario. Physicians
sometimes did so in reaction to
parents’ utterances of hope. Here, it
appeared a way of counterbalancing
parents’ unrealistic hopes. Third,
physicians neutrally listed multiple
possible scenarios or outlined the
most likely scenario that might
happen.

Interestingly, when sketching a
negative scenario, physicians were
more likely to generalize uncertainty
instead of referring to the situation
of this specific child.

#N4.3, physician: “It appears to go
well right after the breathing tube
has been taken out; but we often see
that children slowly deteriorate
later on.”

Finally, physicians addressed
uncertainty in this second phase by
stating that they would “wait and
see” how the child’s situation would
develop over the coming hours or
days. This is in stark contrast to the
strategy used in phase 1, where
physicians would propose a
concrete action plan to diminish
uncertainty.

Again, very few parents directly
responded to physicians’ various
strategies to address uncertainty. If
parents did respond, they expressed

their understanding or stressed
their hope that things would still
work out for their child.

Phase 3: Imminent Death:
Treatments Become Futile

In this last phase, appropriate
therapeutic treatment options had
been exhausted, and it became clear
that the child would die soon.
Uncertainties in this phase,
especially, entailed decisions
whether to continue or withdraw
LST, the implementation and timing
of such decisions, and other
practical uncertainties, such as how
long the process of dying lasts and
how parents could best support
their child during this process.

Physicians’ main strategy in this
phase was to eliminate any
remaining uncertainty about
whether treatment had truly
become futile and about the
inevitability of the child’s death.

#P2.3, physician: “We don't think
it's fair to do anything to him
anymore [… ]. Uhm, it would not be
appropriate to continue mechanical
ventilation. Because we know for
sure that he will die.”

Moreover, physicians minimized
uncertainty by reassuring parents
that they would do everything they
could to prevent the child from
suffering.

#P3.2, physician: “The most
important aspect is that we are
going to make sure she is
comfortable so that she will not
suffer.”

Finally, physicians thoroughly
prepared parents for the dying
process of their child, thereby
managing parents’ expectations, as
illustrated in the following example:

#P1.6, physician: “Things such as
the ventilator, we will stop them.
We do not know for sure how he

will respond to that; whether he will
keep breathing. I expect that he
won’t.”

In response to the addressed
uncertainties, a few parents
requested more practical
information, whereas others reacted
emotionally; for example, by
expressing their feelings of fear or
guilt or by starting to cry.

Strategies Throughout the Whole
Trajectory

We observed 3 strategies that
physicians used to address
uncertainty, which were not phase-
specific but occurred in every phase
of the illness and treatment
trajectory. Although these strategies
occurred quite rarely, they appeared
to help parents express their needs,
as underlined by more explicit
responses from parents.

The first strategy consisted of
physicians checking parents’
perspective on the uncertainty.

#P4.1, physician: “We need to take
time to see how the situation will
develop. How do you feel about
that?”

The second strategy consisted of
acknowledging the psychological
impact of uncertainty, by explicitly
mentioning how difficult the
uncertainty had to be for parents.
The last strategy consisted of
providing emotional support to help
parents cope with the high amount
of uncertainty; for instance, by
stating:

#P1.5, physician: “We are here for
you if you need us.”

DISCUSSION

In this study, we explored how
physicians discuss uncertainty with
parents of critically ill children
admitted to the NICU and PICU, and
how this discussion evolves over
time, by inductively coding and
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analyzing successive audio-recorded
conversations.

We identified 3 distinct phases with
a clear relationship between the
uncertainty topics physicians
addressed, the communicative
strategies they used to discuss these
topics, and how these combinations
of topics and strategies evolved
during the child’s illness and
treatment trajectory. These 3 phases
align with the “Phases of Illness”
previously classified in palliative
care.37,38 Our results contribute to
the literature by showing that
physicians adapt the way they
discuss uncertainty with parents to
the specific phase of the child’s
illness and treatment trajectory,
either consciously or unconsciously.

In previous studies, physicians
were found to focus almost
exclusively on “scientific
uncertainty;” that is, uncertainty
related to diagnosis, prognosis,
treatment options, and the possible
risks and effects of these
options.3,30,39–43 Physicians in our
study appeared to discuss a wider
array of uncertainty topics,
including practical and personal
uncertainties. Particularly in the
last phase, physicians had less
scientific guidance to offer and
primarily addressed practical
uncertainties regarding the child’s
dying process to still offer parents
some guidance in coping with these
uncertainties.

In the literature, 3 overarching
strategies are presented in how
physicians (may) address
uncertainty with patients or their
representatives:

1. preparing for the discussion of
uncertainty; for example,
explicitly warning for uncertain
outcomes before initiating
diagnostic or therapeutic
procedures;

2. informing about uncertainty; and

3. helping to deal with uncertainty;
for example, by providing
emotional support.14,44,45

The strategies identified in the
current study mainly fall under the
overarching strategy 2, rarely under
strategy 3, and never under strategy
1. However, recent studies indicate
that the needs and well-being of
caregivers are best met by
combining information-oriented
strategies with coping-oriented
strategies.9,18,22,46–50 Studies that
retrospectively investigated parents’
experiences during their child’s stay
in the NICU or PICU concluded that
openly discussing uncertainty
positively affected parents’ well-
being and their (preparation for)
bereavement, but only if the
discussion was combined with
sufficient emotional
support.4,9,31,50–53 By using
information-oriented strategies,
physicians may seem to solely focus
on cognitive aspects and neglect
emotional aspects.9 Our study shows
that this is not always the case. By
using information-oriented
strategies such as sketching
scenarios, physicians seemed to not
only inform parents about the
current uncertainties, but also to
make these uncertainties bearable
for parents and help them to
prepare for potential worst-case
scenarios. This may well improve
parents’ emotional coping on the
longer term.54

In none of the conversations did
physicians explicitly ask parents
about their information and
emotional needs. Parents, for their
part, hardly gave any explicit
reaction to the uncertainties
presented to them. We hypothesize
that such limited or even lack of
dialogue made it harder for
physicians to tailor their
communication strategies to the
specific needs and wishes of
individual parents. These needs and

wishes may as well change over the
course of their child’s illness and
treatment trajectory.38 The 3
additional strategies we rarely found
(ie, checking parents’ perspective on
the uncertainty, acknowledging the
psychological impact of uncertainty,
and providing emotional support),
may be promising ways to help
parents express their needs besides
receiving sufficient guidance and
support.

We found that physicians rarely
disclosed prognostic uncertainty, in
contrast to other topics of
uncertainty. It may well be that
physicians hesitated to explicitly
share prognostic uncertainty out of
fear to increase parents’ anxiety
and diminish their hope and
trust.17,55,56 In neonatal and
pediatric intensive care,
prognostication may be particularly
challenging because of the high
unpredictability of how an individual
child will react to treatments and to
what extent he or she will
recover.57,58 Yet, failing to timely and
clearly address uncertain prognoses
can lead to false hope or
misunderstandings among
parents.18,23 Rather than by
nondisclosure, physicians could
provide prognostic information in
line with parents’ information needs
at that point in time, thereby also
honestly explaining the limits of their
prognosis.18,38,44,56,59,60

Recommendations presented in
Fig 3 are a preliminary effort to
support physicians in discussing
uncertainty with parents.

Although presenting novel and in-
depth insights, our study has
several limitations. First, our study
took place in the Netherlands,
where end-of-life practice allows
withdrawal of life support. More
research is needed to investigate
whether and how discussions of
uncertainty might be different in
other countries with different
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regulations and practices. Second,
in this study, we included only
cases involving 3 or more
conversations to explore the
development of uncertainty.
Consequently, in the PICU, no
parents were included whose
otherwise healthy child had
suddenly fallen critically ill. In
future research, it would be of
interest to investigate how
discussions of uncertainty in such
acute situations might be different.
Third, in the context of our study,
parents encountered a relatively
large number of different
physicians throughout the care
trajectory. Such lack of continuity
has been suggested to negatively
affect the patient–provider
relationship and information
transfer.61–64 Further research is
needed to investigate whether the
discussion of uncertainty develops
differently in settings with more
provider continuity. Fourth, we
were unable to test effects or draw
conclusions about how parents
experienced physicians’
communicative strategies about
uncertainties. Previous studies have
indicated that how uncertainty is
communicated may positively or

negatively affect patients’ and
families’ levels of satisfaction and
their trust in the competence of
health care providers.41,42,65–68

Last, physicians’ intentions when
addressing uncertainty could only
be implicitly inferred from the
context. We do not know whether
physicians strategically made use of
specific strategies or did this rather
intuitively. Previous studies found
that physicians sometimes
deliberatively use uncertainty to
steer parents toward a certain
decision.69 Future research should
address these limitations. We
thereby suggest a mixed methods
design in which audio or video
recordings of actual conversations
are combined with evaluative
interviews with parents and
physicians. In this way, a better
insight can be obtained whether
physicians use strategies
deliberatively and whether
parents experience these strategies
as helpful in the short and longer
term.

CONCLUSIONS

This study thoroughly explored how
physicians address uncertainties in
complex and emotionally charged

conversations in neonatal and
pediatric intensive care. Physicians
used a wide array of strategies to
discuss uncertainty with parents,
which they adapt to the specific phase
of the child’s illness and treatment
trajectory. Physicians rarely checked
parents’ needs. They did not explore
which strategy parents found helpful
at that point in time. Our insights may
help physicians in becoming more
aware of how they actually discuss
uncertainties with parents and how
they can improve this important part
of their communication.
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ABBREVIATION

LST: life-sustaining treatment

FIGURE 3
Practical recommendations for discussing uncertainty.
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